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·Post-graduation.jobs:
The best cities to live
Want a-job after graduation? Then check out Salt Lake
City, Utah; Madison, Wis.; or Sioux Falls, S.D.
These cities rank number one on the respective lists for best
large, medium and small markets in which to start a career,
according to the college edition of National Bu.siness Employment Weekly.
"We based our fmdings on a number of different criteria,
including projected employment growth, general economic
trends and the cost ofliving, giving attention to the factors such
as low rent; low tml:es and low insurance," said National
Business Employment Weekly editor Tony Lee.
Large cities, defined as having more than 500,000 jobs in
the local economy, that ranked in the top five are Salt Lake
City; Indianapolis; Nashville, Tenn.; Louisville, Ky;; and
Greensboro/Winston~Salem, N.C. Major metropolitan areas
such as Phoenix, Minneapolis and Atlanta also made the top·
10 list.
The top five cities in the medium markets --with 150,000 to
500,000 jobs -include Madison; Austin, Texas; Lake County,
ID.; Raleigh/Durham~ N:c.; and Omaha, Neb.
Small-cities included Sioux Falls; Provo, Utah; Boise,
Idaho; Santa Fe, N.M.; and Rapid City, S.D.

Lefs do lunch
According to Student Government President Aaron
Tropmann, the Take a Professor to Lunch Program is once
again operating. Thia program is designed to provide an
opportunityfor students to interact with their professors or
administratonin aninfonn8lsetting. To take advantage of
this program, all a student needs to do is invite a professor
to lunch or breakfast in the cafeteria. A meal voucher for
the professor may be obtained, free of cost, from. Kay
Ohradzansky,in theofficeofStudentDevelopment;located
next to the cafeteria. The only criteria are that the student
is on a Xavier meal plan, and that no more than two
vouchers are given to the same professor per semester.

Trick or treat?
The Black Student Association is sponsoring a Halloween party0ctober29, from 10p.m. to l a.m., at the Xavier
main dining hall in University Center. The costs is $4, but
the Black Stude~t Association says if you wear an
outrageous costume you will be admitted for $2.
Prizes will also be rewarded for the most creative
costume. For more infonnation call 745-1029.

compiled by Jeff Davia with eontrihutiona from Collese Pre. Ser,ice
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SGA budgeting pondered
that the committee leadership was
for various reasons seeking special
turned over to Dan Nocella after
requests. There have been some
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Scott Jackson resigned as head of
problems with clubs getting these
the'Finance Committe to study in
Dunng the rrr;t months of the requests through.
Korea. Acc~rding to the senate,
school year, SGA sen'ate has
According to Pam Polomsky,
the change· in leadership is to
devoted much time deciding how presidentofthePre-LawSociety,
blame for the problem.
to follow through with the budget . her impression is that, "there is a
Chrissy
. · . Hendrickson
.
,
.. that was set up last spring.
· lot of red tape as far as special
treasurer· for ·the Musketeer
This year, one percent of requests are concerned."
Society for Sports Studies said,
students' tuition has gone to the
Jones, who presides over the
"We weren't given any direction
StudentGovernmentAssociation, senate meetings, says there is
to help us get more money.~·
. which then allocates this money confusion about how the
The club finds itself in a
for different needs on campus.
budgeting works. "I think (the
difr.cult position. They are a one
The money given to the SGA budgetprocess)needstobemore
year old club with aproximately
goes into three general areas. cleartoallpartiesinvolved. Prior
thirty members. They were
Their President, Aaron to this week, to my knowledge,
allocated $100 for. this year.
Tropmann, oversees these there has never been anything in
According to Hendrickson, they
accounts.
writing telling what the complete
have been trying all year to get
The first of these accounts is process is."
more money. She says"she has left
the Executive account. This
Jones' quote stems from a
many messages that have not been
moneygoestotheexecutiveboard problem the senate encountered
returned~ but l~st week she was
to be spent on their projec~ and earlier this year. The Xavier
finiilly
able to get thro~gh.
conferences. This· board is Rangers team came to the senate
Senate
is. working to better
composed of .Tropmann, for a special request. They
improve
the budget
Administrative Viceprocess.
According
to
President
Chris
Dan
Nocella,
the
Branson·, and Legislative
Financial
Affairs
Vice-President Da~on
Committee
is
trying
to
Jones.
revise all of the things
· The second account
involved
wjthbudgeting.
. is the Senate account.
One
goal
of his is to make
This money is controlled
the · clubs . more
by the senators for use
accountable for their
on their projects,
own'budgets.
Pam
Polonsky,
Pre-Law
Society
pr.omomotion
. and
The senate is also
supplies..
_
working
to make the
The third account is
presented
their
case
directly
to
clubs
understand
the
· the Association account. This
the
senators
and
believed
they
process
more.
According
to
accountiswherethestudentbody
had
the
money
once
senate
voted
Pomolsky,
"I
wouldn't
know
will most likely see the money
returned to them, for it is used to in their favor. The Rangers spent where to go in the senate" for help·
fund the Student Activities some of the money only to learn with budget problems. She also
Council and the student clubs. · later that Tropmann had vetoed feels that there is a lack of
The Student Activities Council senate's decision to provide the cooperation from the Bursar's
club with the extra money.
Office that makes things even
operateso~itsown budget, which
This
is
a
good
example
of
more complicated.
they use for many of the activities
problems
with
the
budgeting
Thesenatehopesthattheclub
that occur on campus, like
process.
The
veto
came
on
Sept.
mentoring
that i8 now starting
Oktoberfest and the spring
21,
but
the
Rangers
found
out
will
help
the
communication
. concert.
about
it
on
Oct.
5,
after
they
had
between
the
senate
and clubs. It
Senate has recently been trying
already
spent
the
money,
The
will
keep
se~ators
·
infonned on
todecidehowtoallocate the funds
lack
of
communication
furthered
how
active
clubs
are,
and provide
they control in this account. They
the
confusion
in
an
already
apersonforclubstogotoforhelp
mustdecidehowtofund the
clubs,
.
in dealing with the· complicated
a subject of hot debate so far this complicated special request.
year.
As a result of this problem, the process.
In February of each school senate's Finance Committee sent
As far.as keeping the student
year, clubs must rill out a budget a memo to all clubs regarding body aware of how its money is
request for the following school · special requests. It says, "Once a being spent, Senate coordinator
year. For this schopl year, . final decision has been made, the Trevor Davy said, "Students are
.$144,450 was given to the clubs; Financial Affairs Comittee will notatallawareenoughofwhatwe
· If. clllbs run into circimstarices notify the club of the outcome."
do." He also expressed confidence
that cause them to need more
Although this letter is clear that students would appreciate
money, they can apply for a . aboutthespecialrequestprocess, the job the ·senate does after
special request. Thesefunds are elubsarestillunsureofhowtogo attending one of its .weekly
in the Clubs UnallocatedAccount
aboutthe getting additional funds. meetings.
which started the year with about'
This is one of the many.
Tropmann feels that these
$3,200.
procedures that senate is starting . meetings should be better
This fall, many student to tackle. Part of the problem promoted, but that, "the events
organizations have come to senate with the Ranger club situation is sofarthisyearspeakforthework
that the senate is doing."

BY PETE HoLTERMANN

'

·"There is a Int ofred
tape as for as
special requests are
concerned. ''
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Security
Notes

"The best was when you went to the
.door and they had a basket with a
note saying, 'please take one,' and
you took the whole basket. The
worst was when they gave you
pennies or fruit."
.
·
Heidi Schiman
· ·
sophomore

"Snickers bars were always the best. The
· worst was those orange and blackpean;_.t
butter c&'ndies. They were greasy, I never
ate them~"
Erin Doyle
junior

Thurs., Oct. 20, 3:30 a.m.
A student in the new hall reported
the theft of a credit card.

"Skittles we.re the best, because you always
got a whole bag full. T~tsie rolls were the
worst because they took forever to unwrap
and only gave. you abou.t 30 seconds of
,enjoyment."
Charles Fraley
.. · freshman

"The best was those black and orange
peanut butter things because there's
.peanut butter stuff on the inside.
They were also the worst because
they left a horrible aftertaste."
Kevin Rodriguez
junior

. "My favorite were Reese's peanut butter
·. cups. Candy .com was good. too. The
worst was Mary Janes, with peanuts in
them. I didn't like candy apples and I
·hated when people gave me molley."

"Reese's peanut bars and Kit-Kats
were the best-- the big candy bars,
not the little ones. Raisins were the

Fri., Oct. 21, 6:30 a.m.
Safety and Security reported a small
tree damaged and several trash cans
turned over on the mall.

Fri., Oct. 23, 3:30 a.m.
Anelevatorin the new hall was vandalized. A light was broken and several
ceiling tiles were knocked out.

lfyo11haveany informationregardiflg
these crimes please call Safety alld
Sec11rity at X-1000.

Jim Gladstone
freshman-

Meghan• Sargent
sophomore

compiled by JelT Davi8
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Add 8 Buffalo Wings
to any order for only

$1.00
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Call·US
3915 Mo~tg~111ery Road
• Coke and Diet Coke Available •

•
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Tm: XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Volunteering and commlinity
service are important aspects in
thelivesofinany Xavierstudents.
On campus, a variety of clubs
and programs exist to give
students opportunities to become
more involved in volunteering in
the area.
This Friday, Oct. 28, many of
these organizations will work
together for the Big Brother/Big
Sister Halloween Party.
Xavier College Friends,
Commuter Services, and
Multicultural Affairs are just a ,
few of the groups sponsoring this
fun-filledeventforover 130school
children from five 10cal grade
schools.
The party will take place from
4-6 p.m., beginning with trickor-treating in the residence halls,
and followed with festivities in the
Down-Under.
College Friends President
Tiffany Osborn says the event
will be very uplifting, with various
clubs sponsoring booths such as
face painting, bobbing for apples,
and a basketball shoot-out.
Xavier's Communitf Service
Coordinator Mary Schoen says
theHalloweenpartyisanexcellent .
opportunity for sei-vice because
the community actually comes to
campus and students geta chance
to interact.
"We're hoping that when
students see how good they feel
when they help others, it will
promote more community
service," Schoen said.
College Friends is only one of
many groups on campus whose
purpose is to serve the community.
Xavier's Clown Ministry
program ministers through
entertaining and he~ng with

·photo by Mepn E. Miller

C/Own Ministry doesn't joke around wizen it comes tp MJrvillG others.
people. Last week, the clowns conditions of the Appalachian
viSited the psychiatric wing of community locally, and in' areas
Good Samaritan Hospital. Nicole such as Beattyvill Kentucky near.
Thobe is actively involved With Red River Gorge.
·
the Clown Ministry, and says
.... Junior Erin B.rowne .is
everyone can relate to a clown, president of Appalachia
whether it be young children or Volunteers.
the elderly in nursing homes.
"The grpup experiences for
"People reveal things with a themselves what part of the city is
clown they wouldn't tell anyone all about. We help folks b.elieve
else," Thobe said. "I'm always that they are worthwhile and that
exhausted afterward, but being a there is a reason to hope and keep
clown makes you feel so good. It ·.going,. yet,.· i.t's a' two-way
brightens your day."
experience," said Browne.
Circle K is another volunteer
While these are just a few of
organization on campus. So far .... the volunteer.:-c;iriented clubs on
thisyear,thisgroupwhichfocuses campus, all Xavier clubs are
on service, leadership, and encouraged to take up· service
fellowship,hassponsoredateeter~ projects as. part of their yearly
totter marathon and as well as a actiVities.
miniature golf event on the mall
Schoen says the interest in
to raise money for important volunteering among students has
social causes.
definitely increased over the
"We have to give back what year:,s,buttherieedforvolunteers
we'vegot. Ifeveryonedoesservice in the community is still great.
projectstheproblemsoftheworld
Also, Schoen says more and
are lessened," said Circle K mo're students are becoming
member Julie Yunker.
interested in volunteering after
Another volunteer group on graduation through such
campus
are
Appalachia programs as the Peace Corps,
Volunteers. This ,organization Vista, and the Jesuit Volunteer
works to improve the living Corps.

Fantili.es outgrowing.cantpus Seniors take over Gotham
Family Weekend last Saturday and
Sunday was literally overwhelming. The
event attracted. 900 people, many more
than the school could really accommodate
at the functions. The event was largely
successful, with some minor gliches caused
by the over-crowding. According to Dave
Coleman, Director of Student Activities,
this was the second largest event next to
Manresa. Usually, he explained, there is a
10-15% no-show rate for events like this.
There were no no-shows for this particular
weekend: This caused all of the events to·

Last Th~rsday, the Senior Board of Governors spon0~ sored an event for seniors at Club Gotham,.a new bar in
fill up, and in fact, be overcrowded.
Over-the-Rhine. Senior Beth Thoinas, who helped to
Many families were not able to participate
~
coordinate the event, called it a tremendous success, with
in certain events. Buses were too full to
~
approximately 250 seniors in attendance.
take everyone, and the boat ride was cut
· . "We got·a lot of good responses," Thomas said.
short to give everyone an opportunity to
The Senior Board of Governors hopes to be able to plan similar events at other
go. Coleman says that the weekend Will ..
area bars on a more regular basis. Next month, seniors will be able to participate
hav~ to undergo some drastic· changes
in a "Serve and Get Served Day," where students will perform eo~nmnity service
because of its growth. He feels thatit has
in the mm·ning, and go to a bar in the afternoon. Thomas acknowledged that all
simply out-grown the on-campus facilities
se~ors were not informed about last weekend's event due to a mix~up in the flyers
and that alternatives are going to have to
which were sent out. The Club Gotham event information was spread through word
be looked at.
of mouth. However, Thomas is confident all seniors will be informed about
by Pete Holtenna1U1
upcoming plans.

.il.JILI

· by Amy llebnes
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COLLEGE STUDENTS!
ARE YOU TIRED OF LOW-PAYING JOa1 THAT TAKE UP
TOO MUCH OF YOUR TIME?
EARN UNLIMITED INCOME WITH FLEXIBLE HOURS
CALL 1-800-283-6816 FOR 24-HOUR ME&5AGE
IF INTERESTED CONTACT JOHN OR CINDY @513422-1980

:.~:::

~

,

1&'&-"=X.:

~

·---Ba,

ox~-~anr

oll campus housing, wa~ lo Xavier University

Campus. 1281 and up. Call Fred, 28l~~3~ or
.
lhe ollice 414·1~13. ·

Grab an IBM PC
and
We have a position near YOU
that will flt YOUR schedule

-·
Please apply
Mon - Fri , 9am - 4pm at
Bums lnternatlo.nal Security
1150 W. 8th St, Sutte 204
' (513) 621-6666
Equal Opportunity Employer

RESEARCH INTERVIEWERS

Great Jobs for
Marketing and
Business Majors.
The Student Desktop
ValuePoint 425SX/S1

The Student Notebook
ThinkPad 340

Excellent Experience to put on
your resume.

s1399

s1499

Tiu: Vuluclhint" Si
is the perfect
entry-level system.

The Think Pail' 3•10 offers
desktop power in 11 lightwdght

Hiring
market · research
interviewers for evenings and
weekends. $6.00/hour starting;
higher starting wage considered for
previous
market
research
experience. Choose from a 5, 4 or 3day work week while scheduling the
days best for you.

For psrformanes:
•Intel" 486SX/25MHz chip
•212MB' hard drive
•4MB RAM
(expandable to 64MB)

For_flsxlblllty:
• VESA local bus
•14VColor Monitor (with a
maximum diagonal viewable
screen size of 13')

notchuok packilgc.

fo; psrlormanes:
• 486SLC2/50MHz processor
• 125MB' hard drive
0 4MBRAM .
(expandable to 20MB)
•Internal data/fax modem

For 1111/blllty:

•4.82 pounds
•VGA monochrome screen
• PCMCIA support
• Save hundreds of dollars
• 3 slots, 3 bays
with preloaded software
like Microsoft Works, ··
• Software including Microsoft" SofNet FaxWorks", arid
Offlce;.Academlc Edition
introductory software to
Including Word for Windows, online services
and Excel
•Backpack carrying case by
PORT

Also standard: 1-year limited warranty', 30-day moneyback
guarantee'. DOS & Windows"'. preloaded

----------·----

==-=~=®

Buy an

IBM personal computer for college and·

you can fly

TWA" anywhere in the continental U.S.

during.the· 1994-95 school year for a mere

$125*

each way (based on -a round trip purchase). To get in
flight, call us today.
/

And don't forget to ask about our affordable financing plans, specially designed Jo'- a stu£!ent. budget.

JBMW, order call today! . ·
.Direct 1800 426·7341
Tu

Offer avallablo lo any' college-bound high school senior, collage student, racUtty and staff who purchase IBM personal computers from now lhrough Oocember 31, 1994. Orders subject to availability. Pr~ces listed are PC Dlrecl pr~s for
educallonal dJscount·qualilJed customers. Prices subject to change. Aesellor plices may vary. IBM may withdraw lhis offer at any lime wilhout wrinen notice. Offers available Jn the U.S. only. •valid for any TWA destination In lhe conllnental
U.S., Puerto Rk:o and fl/ghls orf11lnatlng from Honolulu to Los Angeles for travel September 1, 1994 through June 30, 1995. Seats are limited. Fare Is non-refundabk1 and non·transterrable, and cannot be combined with any other discount
certificates or promotional offers. Offer not valid on TWE. 14·day advance purchase, blackout dates and certain other restrictions apply; complele details will~ shown an certificate. 'M~ stands tor 1 mlllion bytes when used to describe
hard drive storage; tolal user•aCC!•Ssible capacity may vary slightly based on operating system environment. 1 For Information regarding IBM's limited warranty and moneyback guarantee, ask your Sales Representative or call
1 800 426 -7341. Coples are availdble upon request. IBM and ThlnkPad are registered trademarks and VaruePolnt and TrackPolnt 11 are lrademarks al International Business Machines Corporation. All other brands and product names
are registered trademarks. trademarks or service marks of their resPectlve holders. TWA Is a registered trademark of Trans World Airlines, Inc. PC Direct ls a trademark ol Ziff Communl~llons Company and Is used by IBM Corporation
under license. C International Business Machines Corporation 1994.
,

• 50¢hir bonus for working 5 shifts.
-Great Wo.rk Atmosphere
•No selling involved
•Pleasant environment
-Convenient location on bus route
Benefits Available: For Full·
Time Employees (30+ HrSIWeek):
Paid training; paid holidays; 401K
investment plan.
Qualifications: 17yearsorolder;
able to follow detailed instructions;
excellent handwriting; outstanding
speaking skills; typing/keyboard
expeience; professional appearance..
Apply in person Mon·Fri, 9am·
9pm atthe 3rd Floor Research Center
MA TRIXX MARKE TING
.1(,()11 Mo1>1rJorllPry Rrl • Su1IL· L'S
Cinc1nr1df1 Ohio ~1')21.!.
8-l 1 11 'J9
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A STUDENTS' JOURNAL

©Copyright 199.4
Circulation 3000

EdifoNn.Chief .·
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General Mana@er
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Advertising Manager
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If I.ollly·had:funds
Budgeting money to over seventy student clubs
and organizations isn't easy. ~he student senators
who have volunteered to tackle this job have their
work cutout for them9 and wewiSh them luck. Yet,
already this semester; clubs making special requests are feeling frustrated and confused with a
process they don't understand. Senate needs to
establish definitive guidelines for clubs to use during the budget process arid keep them constantly
informed.
In recent- senate meetings, a few enlight~ned
senators have been tossing an interestlDgidea onto
the senate floor.
"Why doesn't the senate do a fundraising activity?" While the senate is an elected body and
·doesn't t~chnically need to raise its own money for
its expenses, a senate ft1ndraiser would be a terrific
gesture. It would show clubs that senators think of
themsel~es as on an equal footing With clubs, not
just some powerful entity with the ability to grant or
not grant money like some great and powerful Oz.

MIKE KAISER

..-. A.II.

News
Amy Helmes
Jeff Davis
Perspectives
Matt Winkler
Jesse Lahey
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Kipp Hariley
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.U.N. explored a lost Eaµse
.;·~·---·BY

C:-'ffENRY HURi.BURT

THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE.

According to an article in the Sept. 5 issue
. . everybody 'has en~ugh,. it will nev'er happen.
of Tilne, the world's population could
Poverty has be.en around since the heginriing
conceivably reach ten billion by the year
. of time, and although there have h,een many
2050. It is presently at 5. 7 billion and
noble efforts to get rid of it, it's still h,ere.
growing like our nation's deficit.
·Which brings us to the leftist approach.
Alarming, isn't it?
Even if something as radical as mandated
Well, we aren't the only ones to think so;
· abortion was enforced~ it would iilso do little
)~.,
That's why a United Nations convention met
good. In China, women are forced to abort
last month in Cairo to discuss the population
any child after they have their first; and
explosion and what to do about it. Therein
while the COUntry's population only increases
was the problem.
at a rate of 1.4% annually, it still 'adds a
Efforts to curb the stellar performance of
staggering 17 inillion people_ per year: The
human reproduction were met by fierce
point is that despite the drastic measure, the
opposition from the Vatican .. It felt that the
population still grows. - .
convention was assembled to push the use· of
So whatis the answer? ·There isn't one.
artificial birth control and abortion-on-·
The conference and the Vatican are wasting
demand;neither of which the Vatican is fond
their time. Neither conservative nor .
of.
radical "solution" Will ultimately work. The
Nafis Sadick, director of the U.N. popula• ·
population will keep growing.· · ·
tion fund, said in reply that the convention
· There is the thoughtthat AIDS .and
did not meet to "endorse or encourage
warfare will take care of u~- well enough. But
abortion." One of the conference's goals
the fact is, the census of the world, despite
instead was to have the 170 meeting nations
a whole lot of us.'·Yet for all the conflict
plagues and world wars and mandated
provide women with more education and
between the U.N. and the Vatican over a
abortions and gooddeeds;has reached
access to faIDily planning services, so that ·
solution, it looks like neither has the answer.
prop~rtions yet tinknoWn to history. ·
they might have more control over their
The Vatican proposes a better distribution
Eventually, we will rwi out :of space and
reproductive lives.
of world resources to stop the growth,· and in
natural resources, and that siltiation will
No matter what the conference said or
. its defense, it has a point. Poverty breeds
definitely pu't a damper on our ability to. implied, its existence did raise the question of children better than any fertility pill. But
survive: In effect, since we cari 't do anywhat we're to do before the earth can no
the argument, however valid, holds no water· thing, circumstance will, and ft won'tbe·
.longer hold all these people. Mter all, there's in reality. As· nice as it might be to make sure pleasant.
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On condoning condoms
BY SWTA

Rios

Of c·ourse, the Catholic traditional wisdom, which University thinks that this is an issue worth standing up
believes in neither birth control nor abortion (huh?), for, then maybe th~y should too.
.
would not be pleased with this new course of action.
By refusing to offer birth control options, and specifiThere wa& o yoUf16 couple in school,
Perhaps they envision the following: Jane and John Q. cally condoms, to its students Xavier Univenity seems to
Who llaJ sex /Jecawe ii wm cool
Virgin go to the mailioom one afternoon, expecting to rand believe that it can close its eyes and pretend that its
He did not we a condom,
a postcard, a phone bill or a letter from home, but instead students are not having sex. That is ignorance plain and
Now the giTl'sfacing mom-dom,
find-three free condoms! Immediately they abandon all simple.
And they wisliinK they'dfollot"ed the rules.
the morals they have held all their lives and run screaming
I'm not trying to assert that Xavier students are wild,
from themailroom, ready to have sex with the first person hedonistic,sex-crazedmaniacs,butlamtryingtosaythat
. Despite the growing threat ofsexually transmitted (and that they encounter.
a significant portion of Xavier students are sexually aclife-threatening) diseases and . the ever-present risk of
tive, and an even more significant portion of those who are
pregnancy, today's college students are still having unsexually active are having unprotected sex. We are made
protected sex.
to feel guilty for buying birth control, and even more guilty
Why, in this era of danger, are young men and women
for paying the consequences for not using it.
still putting themselves at risk?
I am not passing moral value judgements on anyone's
For one thing, birth control decisions are not only
chosen path of sexual activity (or non-activity, for that
difficult, but they can also he rather embarrassing. How
matter), I am just saying that no harm would be done by
many of you have ever walked up to the check-out counter
. making condoms readily available to Xavier students.
hiding a pack of condoms under an inconspicuous item
Doing so is not going to make inactive students j~p into
..
such as a bag of.potato chips? In addition, most birth
bed faster than .'>peeding bullets, but it could reduce the
lllaCS•••
control options are realitively expensiv~. especially on a
risk of pregnancy and sexually transmitted diseases for
those students who are sexually active.
college student's budget. .
47 of 50 Xavier students asked, responded that they
·So what is a college student to do in the light of all of.
. these obstacles standing in the way of safer sex? Perhaps
Giving people free condoms neither forces nor encour- would like to see the University give its students free
i_t's time for s~meone else to give us a hand. How about ages people to have se~. At this age we are old enough to condoms. One student relay~d his feelings in this way;
Xavier University gracefully propelling itself out of the make up our own minds about the lifestyles we choose to " ... Justbecause you have a parachute doesn't mean you
age o( the dinosaurs and making free condoms available to lead, but we are not always responsible enough to think are going to jump out of a plane, but it's awfully nice to
its students, either through Health and Counseling or clearly and protect-Ourselves. Handing out free condoms know that someone gave you that parachute, just in
.(G_o:~ forbid) by sen,ding them to ~tudents in t~e mail .. ··. might actually mak~ students stop and consider that if the case ... "
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Residence life provides real world preparation
Last Wednesday, you published a
column written by a freshman female
resident of Brockman,whri was concerned with her living situation ["Re. spect-(md out what it means," Oct.
19]. I don't normally do this, but I felt
that I should comment on her remarks.
These years at Xavier University are
likely to be some of the best of your life.
· Not everyone gets to go to college - so it
is important not to take it for granted~
In just four short years, you will
.·graduate and move out info the real ·
world. Xavier is an excellent institution
geared towards preparing you for
society. Part of that preparation is .
becoming adept at dealing with others.
As a junior hundreds of miles from
home, I have lived in Xavier's residence
halls for three years. My freshman year,
linhabited ..The Pit" in Brockman and I loved it! Although my room was
-[3j~:f;:::

11 a:.=1

cramped, tiny, and directly across the
hall from the bathroom, I considered it
'to be the best., My roommate and I also
dealt with the bass music, late night fire
drills, crank calls and what have you. I
understand the.inconveniences of
residence life, and .I can sympathize, but
I feel that you are inissing the big ·
picture. Fire drills can be fun bonding
experiences, and you get to check out
everyone in their jammies! LOud music
can help broaden your horizons, and the
bleach smell means that your dorm is
clean. Oh yeah - as far as community
bathrooms go - some of the best
conversations I've ever had have been in
the Brockman b~throoms!
I am riot sure how many universities
you have visited, hut before I came to
college I investigated a full dozen, and I
can assure that the dorms at Xavier are
the best I've ever seen - and they

11 ~1W.l°'M"1'

·f 11 :~M

deserve to be called residence halls.
Don't believe me? Take a jaunt over to
U.C. and see for yourself.
Be glad you even got a dorm room;
many freshman demed on campus
housing would kill for it! I know that
rooming with someone new.can be
trying, and it is great that you were
fortunate enough to have your own wing
at home, but cohabitating can be fun;
trust me.
College is only as fun as you make it.
It's up to you; no one is going to spoon
feed you any more. Just open your
mind. Hopefully, by the end of the
school year, you will realize that you are
pretty lucky. There are thousands of
individuals who live in poverty, with
nothing to eat and no place to live. The
next time you feel sorry for yourself, hop
onto the Metro, go downtown and see
what life is really like. ·(That could be

you someday). Talk to some homeless·
people; volunteer at a soup kitchen;
spend the night outdoors with no
protection. Get involved with events on
campus such as Shantytown and Food
Week. Or, hop on over to the Dorothy
Day House, where there are six fantastic
clubs dedicated to serving thos~ in need
and bettering this world.
I hope that you have learned something. Be happy that God has blessed
you with what you have. I can asaure
you that there are millions of people in
this world who wouldn't mind trading
places with you. Hey, the next time
·someone calls you at 3 a.m. and asks you
who you are, think hard about your
answer and chat with him/her for a
while. You might just make a friendand Lord knows you'll need them.
Tonia Clouse
'jwdor
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XU makes a splash
The Xavier men's and women's swimming and diving teams
opened their seasons this week with dual meets against 'local
competition from Miami and Cincinnati. While the Muskies went
do\vn in defeat in both meets, there were many outstanding indi·
vidual performances. .
Against Miami, senior Andy Brossart and sophomore Jamie
Christman led the men's team, placing first and second, respectively in the 50 freestyle. Chris.tman also took first place in the 100
freestyle with a time of 49.84. Freshman Dan Casey was impressive
in his debut as a Muskie. Casey earned a first place finish in the 200
IM with a time of 2:04.99.
In a weekend meet with crosstown rival Cincinnati, Brossart
and Christman again swept the top two finishes in the 50 free.
Brossart improved his time to 22.06 for the win. Dan Casey took
first place honors in the 100 backstroke while his team of Brossart,
Christman, and sophomore Joe Leibold won the 200 freestyle
relay.
On the women's side, ju'nior Shannon Dickie au'd sophomore
Therese Strickland paced the Muskies in the 100 breaststroke and
500 freestyle, respecti~.ely: .
Xavier travels to Morehead State for a 2 p.m. non-conference
meet this Saturday. .
'·· .
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Xavier tennis: perfect
Their runner:..up position was
well as fmishing second in the
largely
due to junior Jen Becker's
conference to the Fighting Irish.
unbelievable
feat. Her victory in
XU took its first step in achievthefmals
over
Notre Dame 'sBeth
ing those goals with a tightly conMorgan
was
the
first time a Muskie
In the world of sports, there is tested54winover BowlingGreen,
player
has
defeated
someone from
good and there is great. And then a member of the MAC. According
Notre
Dame
sincethelrishjoined
there is the Xavier women's ten- to Coach Brockhoff, this match
was a turning point in the sea~on. theMCC.
nis team: perfection.
..Without question, it was the
..Certain players started to
The Muskies virtually routed
best
match of my entire career'"
every opponent on their way to develop," said Brockhoff. "In
said
an exuberant Becker ...l've
their first undefeated conference particular, freshmen Erin
waited
all my life for match like
season and a second place finish Grambow and Angie Richardson
this."
to powerhouse Notre Dame in the started to play well."
Coach Brockhoff felt like
Another match that set .the
MCC tournament.
..If you look up the ingredients table for Xavier's outstanding Becker's amazing three set vicfor the perfect team in the dictio- · showing at the MCC tournament tory was indicative of the team's
nary, you would find us there," was .the heated contest against competitive spirit all season.
"We were really able to rise to
praised ~idwestern Collegiate MCC newcomer Northern Illinois,
Coach-of-the-Year
Jim the preseason pick for second the occasion this year," said
Brockhoff. · ·
place in tlie conference. The Brockhoff. ..It was a total team
Brockhofrs "perfect" squad Muskies pulled. out a W against effort, all down the line.·~
Other finalists inciude Angie
was co~prised of senior captahl ·NIU to complete the amazing unRichardson at numberfivesingles
Carrie Creighton, juniors Mel- defeated season.
issa Beamon, Heidi Pacella, Jen·
"We played our best tennis at as w~ll as the doubles' teams of
Becker, and Jenny Nill, sopho~ the end of the year~" commented Melissa Beamon-Meghan· Caton
more Meghan Caton, and.fresh- junior Melissa Beamon.
and Carrie Creighfon-Jenny Nill.
Xavier hopes to fmish the fall
men Erin <;rambow, Angie
That defmitely was an underRichardson, and Beth Carpen- statement." X~vier topped off the season in fine fashion with a victer.
· MCC season With a solid second tory over crosstown rival CincinEach year, the team sets sev- place finish in the MCC tcmrna- nati this week .. If the players stay
eral goals, like beating rival Mid- ment at Notre Dame this past motivated, the Bearcats will
th~ cake. '
' inerely be icing
American Conference Schools as weekend.

' BY .KIPP llANLEr
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
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HARRIERS GEAR UP FOR SEASON FINALE: The men's and
women's cross country teams finished third and fifth respectively
last weekend at the Queen City Invitational, hosted by the University of Cincinnati. The ~ix team event serves as the Muskies last
prep before the Midwestern Collegiate Conference championships
being held this Saturday at Loyola University.
Once again, sophomore Jim Nau led the Harriers with a time of
26:18.2 for an overall sixth place finish. Classmate Rob Trapp and
junior Ron Dodge clocked times of 27:08 and 27:13, respectively,
to place number 17 and 18.
For the women, freshman Amy Gonzales posted a time of 20:28
to finish a solid 14th place, overall. Juniors Melissa Pflum and
Sarah Wagner finished 18th and 19th, ·respectively.
courteay of Sporta Information

TIMEX FITNESS WEEK RECAP: Xavier students took advantage of the special events offered during Timex Fitness Week to see
how fit they actually were. Monday, blood pressure and body fat
screening was offered in the University Lobby. The ..World's
Largest Aerobics Ciass" was held Wednesday night with thirty-five
students moving to.the beat.
ROTC was once again the largest student group represented
and received water bottles for their bottles for their efforts. Timex
watches and t-shirts were also given as door prizes.
Five students accepted the Fitness Challenge on Thursday,
performing sit-ups in one minute, push-ups and a shuttle run
agility test. Matt Paradise won the men's division heating Eric
Baden by five points. Kevin Haynes and Mike Schutte finished
third and fourth, respectively. Melissa Carr swept the women's·
field.
A special thanks to those members of the Sports Management
Club and aerobics instructors who helP.ed coordinate the week's
activities.
courl~•Y
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Soccer cli~bingto top
BY JASON BECK
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

After enduring a season of
peaks and valleys, the Xavier
Musketeers are ready to reap
some rewards.
Not only can the 9-7 Musketeers clinch 'a'wiririing season With
one more victory, they can also
tie or break the school record of
11 victories in one season with
three regular-season games left
plus at least one post-season
match.
Both of t}tese goals· were
strengthened by last Wednesday's
2-1 come- from-behind victory at
Louisville. More importantly, the
sight of the M;uskies overcoming
adversity and frustration can provide a n,tuch-needed. springboard
for Wednesday's match at Ohio
State and Saturday's conference
finale at Butler.
Xavier's hall-control offense
was dominant in the opening half
in every category but the score,
booting 10 shots on goal whil~
allowing only four by the Cardinals. A referee's controversial
call kept the Muski~s scoreless
entering halftime, as a Charlie

y

Combs bre1:1kaway shot was seem~
ingly knock~d away by the opposing goalkeeper after crossing the
goal line. .
..
'
What appeared to Xavier as
an easy score became a corner
kick, a call that loomed over Park~
way Field as the Cardinals took a
1-0 lead into the half.
To rejuvenate the attack, head
coaehJack Hermans brought into
the lineup soph~more midfielder
Andy Laverghetta, the first ap:..
pearance of his injury-plagued
season. The move paid off with
more than motivation, as
Laverghetta played a role in creating big scoring opportunities.
..All of a sudden, the flow of
play had really improved,"
Hermans said. ·
Senior forward Doug Tegge
made two shots that killed Louisville in the second half. Scoring
unassisted three minutes into the
period, hes truck again in the 7lst
minute, assisted by Marco Lycakis
and Maurice Schilten.
Senior goaltender Dave
Schureck made seven saves on
the afternoon to seal the win.
Hermans was more than impressed by his team's comeback

'

•

following the. non~call 1,1nd ·halftime deficit;
·. .
..Usually, the team folds
[there]," he said, "but in the second half we played more aggressive. [The players] did what they
had to do.'~ · ·
· Though the Muskies face an
equal task against the Buckeyes,
they'll have more at stake in Indianapolis on Saturday against
·Butler, with the winner grabbing
second place in the MCC East
along with a·higher·tournament
seed.
Should they win a second time,
Xavier hopes to close its regular
season with a win at home against
Dayton, now scheduled for Nov. I
at7p.m.
With their first win over Louisville since 1987 and a chance at
the most successful season in
school history, the Musketeers will
be looking eagerly to their fmal
matches. Doing so, according to
Hermans, is up to them:
"The key is.to finally find some
consistency playing with concen. tration, especially our defense.
Anything can happen in our
league," said Hermans.

Jason Parker: Top Gun
BY KJpp

HANLEY

This is coming from a 20-year
old kid who breaks records like

Murray not only was a personal
best' but it helped. the Muskies.
defeat the sixth-ranked Racers to
As a five-year old child in
go 2'."0 on the season.
Omaha, N~braska, Jason Parker
''Jason is on a mission this
was taught by his father how to
year," said Joseph. "The better
use a rifle in his backyard. Tothe team, the better he tends to
day, he guns down top-notch
shoot."
NCAA competition for the fourthParker's smooth demeanor
ranked Muskies with the slightest
and confident attitude is prevaof ease.
lent on a team that is Oat-out
Entering into his juruor year,
awesome. Parker is complimented
Parker is already atwo-tim·e first
by an experienced bevy of shootteam All-American. As a sophoers.
more, his scoriitg average was tops
Seniors Bill and Jill Caldwell,
in the nation in both the smallhore
photo courle&y of Sport& lnfom1ation Kathleen Kenyon, and Wes
and air' rifle c~mpetitions.
Robinson are the meat and potaJunior Jason Parl.:er
Parker has also won back-totoesof the team. However, sophohack Junior Olympic Chanipion- . Michael Jordan throws down mores Andrea Lorenz and Patrick
ships as well as four medals in the · dunks.
Skillings figure to contribute a
World Championships in Milan, · · · ~arker holds individual range great deal, as well.
Italy this' summer.
· records at West Virginia in the air
"We defmitely have the re"Jason is just a tremendous rifle and at Ohio State in the. sources to win it all," said Joseph,
This season, Jason Parker is
shooter," complimented Head smallhore-kneeling postion. His
Coach Alan Joseph.
smallhore-kneelingscore this year aimingata'riational title for Xavier
However, Parker sees his skills at Ohio State was perfect, a thing University. Two years from now,
on the rimge. a little more mod~ almostunheardofinthisparticu- Parker will take his act t~ For:t
estly.
. .
lar event, according to Coach Jo~ B~nning, Georgia to the Army
."I never thought I was a natu- seph.
. .
Marksmanship Unit in hopes of
ral," said Parker; "When lwas a
However, perfection isn't a ciaiming a spot on' the Uniiecl:
kid, mydad was happy if 'I just one-time thing for Parker. His States Olympic Team.
Not had for a kid who doesn't ·
got them all in the black (the tar- perfect score in the smallhore.. prone position last weekend at consider himself a natural.
get)." ·
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE

V-balilooking to rebound
BY STAN KANIECKI

"When one thing went wrong alsostandataperfect6-0athome.
in the very beginning, the rest of However, all matches cannot be
the match just went downhill. It played at Schmidt Fieldhouse.
Comingoffadisappointingloss seemed like we were plafjng not
Coach Deaton added. "Good
to Wisconsin-Milwaukee, the to lose instead of to win," said teams have to win on the road.
Xavier Wo~en's Volleyball tc;.am ··freshman Sarah Strehle.
It's just been 'our luck that the
==========. still stood at an impressive· 15-6
Seiiior Missy H1;1thorn had 10 better teams we play are the ones
· (l".'l in ~~C).
killsfortheMuskieswhileSchulte, we play on the road."
· However~ this record would King, and Hathorn gathered up
Although.their record stands
·he put to the test as the ladies . 10 digs apiece. Sophomore Susie at 15-8 (1-3), the Lady Spikers
travelled to 11th-ranked· Notre Checkettdealtout44assists,also. are not satisfied with the way the
Dame last Friday. Yes, in case
Xavier's season has been a season has gone.
you were wondering, 11th in the roller coaster ride; as they have
Sophomore Katie Andrews
nation. The Fighting Irish came· winningstreaksofseven and three stated, "We knew that we weren't
ill with an astounding 18-1 cam- respectively in their last fourteen . going to go uridefeated this year,
paign~
.
matches .. However, these last but there are a couple of teams
Their record would go to 19- . three matches have been nothing who really shouldn't have come
· • Immediate openings
1, as they defeated the Lady · hut pure acceleration downward. close to beating us at all."
• Part-time evenings ·
Spikers in three straight games.
Head Coach Floyd Deaton
Coach Deaton echoed her sen• Casual ·office atmosphere. working on
Seni~r Kim King had nine kills· shouldered the burden for his timents. "We're not any better
campaigns inyolving Reds· and Bengals
·while sophomore Sally Schulte team's less than average playing than we were at the beginning of
collected nine digs.
this past week.
the season. However, weareplayHourly Rat~ plus Bonus
The Musketeers would have
"It's my fault. Th~y say that ing as hard as we can play, and
no time to drown their sorrows, practice makes perfect. Well, that'salllcanaskfrommygirls."
Call Mr. Lockhart M·F 3·5PM
as they journeyed to their next perfect 'practice makes perfect
Xavier travels to Butler Uf!iMCC opponent, Loyola. XU just and I thinkthatlhaven'tempha- versity this Friday to try and imcould not get it together after the sized that enough."
prove its eighth rank in the MCC.
loss to Notre Dame, and fell to
XU's season up to this point They return home for Saturday
Loyola · in fmir games. Once has gone quite well, considering and Sunday matches against Vir4515 Reading Road (5 minutes from XU)
Xavier got on their heels, they the fact that they have won twice ginia Commonwealth and Illinoisjust couldn't bring it back. . .
. as many as they have lost, and Chicago.
.
.
.
. . ..
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482-3500
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Stuff you can do if you·want to hear BOO!

• Hawited Greenhouse at.Krohn Conservatory, Eden Park. 10
a.m.-5p.m. daily through Nov. 27. Itwillcostyou$2.Anyquestions
call 4214086.
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BY JOHN McllALE'
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
... On the next day God created Grant Lee Buffalo 'cause
even She loves music.
Although· it has· taken somewhat of an eternity for the pride
~d joy of the great Creator to
make it down here,. Grant Lee
Buffalo has produced two of the

• St. Rila/WLW Hawited House, I-75, Exit 14 (Woodlawn exit)
on hill behind St. Rita School for the Deaf, 1724 Glendale-Milford
Rd. Open 7p.m.-10 p.m. Thursdays and Sundays and 7 p.m.-11 ·
p.m. Fridays and Saturdays. Admission is 3 clams a person.
'·

• Hawited Castle at Chateu Laroche , historic Loveland Castle,
12025 Shore Drive, Loveland, 7 p.m.-10:30 p.m., Saturday-Sunday and Friday-Sunday through Oct. 30. October, 31 7 p.m.-11
p.m. $4 a person so that means you.
• Sharonville Haunted House at the Cincinnati Marriot, 11320
Chester Road. Continues 7 p.m.-11 p.m. Fridays-Sundays through
Oct. 30 and 7 p.m.-lOp.m. Oct. 27. For fun you'll need four bucks.
• Haunted Hayride, dusk-midnight, Friday-Saturdays through
Oct. 29 at 190 Ogden Road, Wilmington. Take 1-71 north to
Wilmington Road exit.to Ohio 380, right on Ohio 380 to stop sign, left
on Ohio 22 and Ohio 3 to Ogden Road, then right on Ogden Road.
This one is $5 a person. Have fun.
• WERN Haunted House at Forest Fair Mall, 7p.m.-11 p.m.
Fridays-Saturdays through Oct. 30 in the lower level of the Parisian
Wing. Please he there by 11 p.m. $3 is the cost for you to have all that
fun.

·Playhouse in the park's new playl

·Soren inspects Carol
/114pectil'K Carol is not an adaptation of a classic piece of
· literature. That is because it is not supposed to be. It is instead a
presentation of the trials and tribulations that occur when a
production company is forced to present the same play over and
over and over again.
Parodies of famous Chrisbnas songs open the play and set the
stage for the humerous storyline. What lies ahead is two hours and
15 minutes of madness and mayhem.
The story line focuses on the Soapbox Playhouse, a tiny professional theatre located somewhere in the Midwest. Financially the
Playhouse ia struggling, and the future of the company rests on this
year's production of A Cliristma.J Carol Many of the actors have
been working on this production for several years, so they are well- ., ·
versed in their roles. ·
Despite this, many problems exist. Over the years Tiny Tim has
outgrown his tininess and rivalry has developed among many of
the actors. To complicate matters further, the stage director is at·
odds with most of the talent.
I recommend /114pectiil,r Carol to theater aficionados and to
those who know.first-hand die long hours that go into producing a ·
play.
Even though I have a limited theatre background, I found.the
play amusing with its numerous allusions to other theatrical JVorks
and humorous lines, .but I am· sure that. it would. have special ·
meaning to those who have a deeper passiOn for the stage..
·
-Soren Baker
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Grant·Lee Buffalo .

most brilliant and divine records wanning bass parts which .sugever manifested here on earth. gests the absence of big-headed
MiKllly Joe Moon, the follow-up egos among the band members.
to 1993's highlyacclaimedFuuy, The same could be said for Joey ,
takes the dream acoustic sound to . Peters, the man with enormous ,
drums. In the inside cover of the
new levels.
Grant Lee Phillips, the in- record, Peters (8long with _the
spired genius who wrote all 13 other ~o Buffaloes) sit.8 behind
tracksonMiK/llyJoe Moon, could .anextremelylargedrwnset. This .
give vocal lessons .to· (someone could e:xplam thefant88tic, boom-:
good).· The smooth and soft ap- ingdrum sound which is constant
proach that the band takes in throughout MiKllly Joe Moon.
R.E.M., everyone's favorite .
·backing. up Phillips' voice has
attracted vigorous praise from the "altemative"baildnowthatPearl
likes of Sugar, P~ul Westerberg, Jam is·no·longer a member, has
PearlJam, and R.E.M. (iDfactit endorsed Grant, Lee Buffalo ·to
is rumor~, I think even con- the fullest extent. I read somefirmed, that Grant Lee Buffalo is where thatwhile recording Montheopeningactfor R~E;M. 'sAus- ster, the boys from Georgia reli. tralian leg of the 1995 tour). · · giously listened to l~st year's .·
If you have. a radio then you Fuziy. Fuzzy, although nearly
have probitl.ly heard the first flawless, seems .only to· serve as
single, "Mockingbird. '~Alongwith little sibling to Mighty Joe Moon.
this falsetto-ladened ac'oustic
Do yourself a favor and go get
tromp comes another 12 acousti~ · Mighty Joe Moon. She would be
[rooted hits whic~ pound?hillips' proud of yoll;. · . .
voice into your sternum.
In the Uth, "'Honey Don't
ThlJlk," Phillips keeps up his. .
phenomen~n of. educated lyrics·
· wh~nhecroons, "Couldyoulearn
· toreadminds?/lnthecaseofmine,
do you readin the dark?" "I:here' s
none better than that ill ,music,
folks.
Paul Kimble fills in the lowlaying gaps with simple and heart-.

THE END IS NEAR fOR 1994 COLLEGE
BOWL REGISTRATION
TOURNAMENT HELD 9:30AM
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12
IN THE COMMUTER LOUNGE OF THE
UNIVERSITY CENTER

. 'REFRESHMENTS.PROVIDED
'
PRIZES FOR TOP TWO TEAMS
REGISTER YOUR TEAM OF 4STUDENTS TODAY
REGISTRATION.CLOSES OCTOBER 31

FORMS AVAILABLE AT INFO DESK,
COMMUTER INFO C_ENTER, ROMERO CENTER AND
.
MULTICULTURAL AFFAIRS
CALL 745-3205 FOR MORE INFO

DON'T.MISS OlJT
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Casserine: The new voice of soul
includes a sample from the Fugees' hit
"Nappy Heads."·
. Her diversity shouldn't surprise anyone who knows her background. She grew
up in the heart of Brooklyn, has been
singingsinceagethree,graduatedfromthe
pres.tigious Performing Arts School of New

BY MICHEi.LE BAZELEY
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Justwhenyouthoughtyouhadh~ardit

all, just when you thought that the r&b
world had· fallen. into the rut of "funky
divas" and big' voices and no substance, York,andwasevenofferedanop~~aschol
soni_ething.really fresh.comes along.' .Fresh .. arship to Howard University.
ill the'forn1..op9-year.:Old Casserine and
But her siilging career didn't begin in
herdebutCD:l;'ottaCetToKnowMefrom. high school. In fact, she got her first
Warner Bros: fuusfo.
.
. sfandingovationwhenshewasinthefourth
I recently got the opportunity to check grade. She sang a rendition of the Motown
out the CD and the woman who created it, classic "Ben." She got paid $5, and someCasseriri'e herself. Actually, I got to talk to one even asked for her· autograph. .She
herandoneofherproducers, Cato, who is "knew right then and there that's what I
pretty· up~and-coniing himself (not only wanted to do;" And that's what she's bee~
did he co~produce this album, but he has doing ever sfuce. Performing wherever,
whenever she could, at parties or clubs ..
his ownCI_) coming out in late January!).
Cotta Cet To Know Me itself can't reThe toughest audience she can rememally he pegged doWn futo any one category. her was at the Apollo-Amateur Night. But
It's.afrueblend of everything: rap, toughcrowdsdon'tfazeher. Shesaysthat
funk, r&h, reggae, and even a little opera. . .performing fo_r people is what she enjoys
The songs run the gamutfrom soulful low- the most. Her biggest performance by far.
key ballads (such as "Sure as the Stinrise" was when she was asked .to perform at the
and ''Gotta Run'') to higheitergydancehall' Apollowithnone other than Patti LaBelle.
jams("Whynottak~all.~fme?"and"Sweet . Sonny Mc~lley, one of Patti's writers,
Lover Runnin' ")totheunexpectedreggae gave her Casserine's demo tapes .
. jam "Hold T~ht,'~ which she put together
After listeiiing to her once, she was
with funkiriaster Tricky D .. The title track determined to get together\Vith that "singin'

-------
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girl" next time she was in New
York. This experience really
made an impression•. on
Casserine. She is a huge fan of
LaBelle alld hopes to "emulate" her career and longev- .
ity.
Cato was really impressed
with Casserine the first time
he met her in the base~ent of
an apartment building she was
visiting.
He describes her as "wise,
Jnature,extraordinary,atrue.
protege." He nic;:knamed her
"Funky Li'I Girl" because 'it
·seems to sum up her personality.
Casserine still lives in New
York~ so she can stay close to
file photo
her family, whom she is very
.
.
.
Warner Bros. recordmg arlt.fl Casserme
close to. She is the baby of the
family, with one older brother and one mend Casserine for anyon~ who is ready
older sister. Her mom and dad come to see for a change or for someone who is ready to
her perf.;rm whenever they can. She re- he jammed by something that's a little
marked that "they really support and en- funky. As for Cato, I expect great things ·
~ourageme."
_
fromhisalbumaswell .. He'salreadygota
Her CD is due for release on December single out called. "I get a Buzz," which is
17 and she has plans to tourwithBlackstreet featured on the album .. I can't wait to hear ·
lat"r· on in the year'. I definitely recom- the rest of it.
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. Singe1'5 • Mus1c1~s
Singer/Dancers

.:

.

• Cincinnati, Ohio .

.•....
·.·.--.··-.::·
"

;

· Thursday, November 3,. t 994
University of Cincinnati
Tangeman Center - Great Hall
Auditions: 4:30 - 6:30 p.m.

~

.....

·:·::

•
-

.

\·
.

';'

·.

-.

·columbus, Ohio

.

.Friday, November4; 1994
..

Ohio State University- School of Music
Weigel Hall~ f!oom 177
Auditions: 5:30. - 7:30 p;m.

-

Youngstown, Ohio

D..*di

·

~'
~:

Sunday, November 6, 1994
·.Youngstown State University ·
Bliss Hall- Room 3136
.
··· A"uditions: ·•. 2:30 - 4:30 p.m.

Bowling Green, Ohio
.

'·,.I

•

POSmONS AlSO AYA/lABlE .·

'

R1r".-:J

•Technicians• D.J.'s • ·
•·cosfumed Characters • ·

.......
'. ~.·

(Berenstain Bearsn9

•.·
... ...···•·

~
.

::

··.~ ....

~

Tuesday, November 8, 199_4
.
Bowling Green State· University
University Union - Ohio Suite
Auditions: 9:30 a.m. ·- 5:30 p.m.

...

D

CA:·::::::~:R ~information contact:
Cedar Poin~

·

· ··

sa:%~:~J£~~~Fs006
t1vi~.-~.
'.· .
(4'~9)627-2390
J.
'/

('
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If you didn't sign up for ROTG
a' · By the time you have ,·graduated from
freshman or sophomore, yoU: -can still · · college, you'll have the ··credentials of
catch up to your classmates by ·
· · an Army officer. You'll . alSo have
attending ArmY ROTC Camp Chaithe self-confidence ·•and discipline
lenge, a paid six-week summer ·
it takes to succeed in college and
course in leadership training.
. beyond.
·

.IRMYROTC.
TIE SMllTEST COi.i.EGE COIJISE TOD CU TllE.
For details, visit St. ·Barbara Hall or call

.. 745-3646
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Quentin Tarantino directs his second highly acclaimed movie.

Pour the juice and the fiction ..~ Pulp Fiction·
BY ROBERT w. GIBBONS
THE XAVIER NEWSWIRE
Quentin Tarantino cracks
the genre Crom conventional
head to traditional toe with ·
Pulp Fiction, a darkly comic
crime adventure which dares to
transform stereotypical
characters ~to unorthodox,
unpredictable "everyday
human beings "possessing
personalities generally
unaquainted with the silver
screen.
Peculiar drcumstances
create couples throughout the
three interdependent stories of
Pulp Fiction. John Travolta
and Uma Thurman are
featured in "man trusted to
entertain boss' sexy wife
without succumbing to her
flirtations." Bruce Willis and
Maria de Madeiros star in
"hardnosed boxer spites threat
to throw bout, now finds
himself fleeing with girlfriend
from consequences." And then,
of course, we have Travolta
with Samuel Jackson sharing
the lead in "henchmen making
a routine hit."
The actual situations don't
break new ground as far as the
movie industry is concerned.
But never have they been
portrayed in such a frightfully
realistic fashion.
Samuel Jackson plays
"Jules," a professional killer
who experiences a spiritual
conversion causing him to
abandon his criminal tendencies. Preceding the invasion of
Jules and Vincent Vega
(Jackson and Travolta) into
the aparbnent of the unfortunate victim-to-be, the two
annoy each other with playful
conversation about whether or
not foot massages universally
qualify as sexual foreplay. This
is not a topic you would expect
to hear just prior to a prepared

killing.
As they approach the door,
Jules casually suggests to
Vincent that they "get into
character."
It is difficult, yet oddly
appealing for audience participants to envision hard criminals as ordinary citizens

bantering about such whimsical
topics. This is possible because
of the various personalities
which the characters jump in ·
and out of so nonchalantly
throughout the film, and that is
where· Quentin Tarantino,.
writer/ director of Pulp Fiction,
wanders into unchartered
territory.
Plunging genre characters
into real-life rules out of the
blue allows a strange sort of
empathy toward the characters .
and the situations to occur.
The character~ have a genuine
heart-heat and this enables
them to skate along boundaries
where old-school role-playing
and the future of film-making
have long awaited revolution.
Tarantino's pop-culture
freak status warrants for
bizarre, ultra-stylized scenes,
such as Travolta's druginduced date with Mia, the
kingpin's wife played by Uma
Thurman. The watery-eyed
couple stroll into~ 1950's diner/
discotech where they share a
five dollar milkshake, surreal
conversation and imagery, and
Vincent Vega's contageous disco
fever.
Further into the movie,
Bruce Willis hails a cab with
black and white car process
shots ricketing behind him in
the rear window. Distractions
like these may seem outlandish
and awkwardly placed, but they
become a tool to comfort the
audience and remind them that
the fiction is not as real as it
appears.
Intense and brutal scenes
such.as the cocaine overdose,
the S & M torture chamber,
and the accidental decapitation
of Jules' and Vega's hostage
typically would have a bloodcurdling effect on an audience.
But due to visual distortions
and humorous quips at unusual
times, the illusion of fiction is
instantly shattered.
Moviegoers may fmd
themselves trapping otherwise
private laughter inside of the
walls of their mouths, rather
than allowing it to echo off the
walls of the theater, for fear of
displaying political incorrectness within a public setting.
Tarantino craves that subcon-

A stunning flashback to the
hit in the apartment
occurs late and reinvents
a less violent direction for
the movie. This cinematic
trick is reminiscent of the

Choose Your Own
Adventure children's
hook series in which the
plot can shift at the whim
of its navigator. Quentin
Tarantino redirects the
shape of Pulp Fiction by
altering the outcome of
this scene. By doing this,
Tarantino deems the
majority of the film a
complete fantasy, a
fictitious story which
never occured.
The o.nly way to completely comprehend the
grand value of Pulp
Fiction~ truth, you must
first witn~ss its deep, dark,
and vivid fiction.

.Pulp Fiction: John Travolta a,',J.Samue/L. Jackson choose thier

own adventure.iii Quentin Tarantino~ latest masterpiece. ·

RADIO/MUSIC RESEARCH JOBS
COMING SOON!
Critical·. Mass l\lledia, .Inc... is an expanding re- ··
search and marketing c.ompany that serves a national ·
base of radiobroad~asters, and.now we're moving to
NorwoodI Our new and improved· facilit}I is located in
. Norwood.Plaza on Montgomery Road, and we'll be
operating from there by Janµary 2, 1995. Start the ·new
year with us and gain valuaple hands-on experience in
market research through our call center.
. We're·looking for bright; dependable, friendly tele~
phone interviewers and telemarketers.. Our work involves NO SELLING, vye conduct opinion surveys and
publi~ relations calls only. w,.pffer fle)(ible sctledules,
a casual and creative atmosphere, and paid training. Apply now by callin'g ·871-6900 Monday-Friday,·
1:30-4:30PM, ask for Chris! EOE.
.
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The Midwest's Premier Restaurant

Known for our culinary excellence, wonderful service and winner of "Best
Restaurant" awards, has opportunities for friendly, ent~usiastic people who
·
take pride in. their work·and enjoy providing .quality service.

NOW HIRING
SERVERS
LINE/PREP COOKS
. BARTENDERS
HOST/HOSTESSES
SERVICE ASSISTANTS
.

.•

Come .talk to us about flexible schedules, including full & part-time
opportunities, 'great training, fun atmosphere and an outstanding reputation for
. being the best!
We. offer generous salaries and complete. benefits. Please
apply in person, Mond~y - Saturday from 9AM - 7PM at:
RT42, ONE BLOCK NORTH OF 1-275

(513) 563-5063 .
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three days 'til
Acarved by the great pumpkin

davc
'til · . _· .
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•ViolentFemmes. Wednesday night. Bogart's. 7p.m.
Choda got a blister in the sun.
•Listen here, fruitcake, Uncle Freddy's not dead.
He's alive and stalking in the Kuhlman Hall Recreation
Room. The orignal Nightmare on Elm Street will be shown
there at 9 p.m. tonight. Bring your shoes, so you have
them.
~

foui- days

'tn4

P11blishedpoetsfrom lltali ll.,
Coming to Xavier to readpoems to yo11.
Do11al ReveU mu/ Claudia Kee/011,
One is a woman and one is a 111011.
They'll be at the Terrace Room at 7:30,
C11lt11re yo11rse!f.
kid, don i be a skirty.
:N'•.
•

•J• ···,

•They tell me there~ s ~-~-onfire and hallo-weenie roast,
complete withDJ'd tunes alCohen Field from 8- lOp~m.
Hitch a ride with a frie~dly)Vitch.
·
.. , ' : ',..-··:! .. :· . -~:. :-' :.
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Earn $7 to $10 per hour.
Ponderosa Steakhouse now
hiring, flexible hours. 4639 Ridge
Avenue, Cincinnati. EOE.
Barleycorn's Montgomery
Hiring full- and part-time
cooks. Excellent starting pay,
flexible scheduling. Experience
not necessary. We 'will train.
Apply in person· at · 9546
Montgomery Road, Montgomery,
OH. after 2:30PM.
• • Spring Break 95 • •
America's #1 Spring Break
Company! Cancun, Bahamas,
Daytona & Panaina! 110% I.nwest
PrireGui.rantee! Orpnizel5friends
and TRAVELFREE! Earn highest
commissions! (800) 32-~VEL.

''"''>
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~
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1._0,. k.·.·

·o•... .'f•. eat

.·competition which includes the evaluation of essays· .
_ ...
_.-._
explaining, "Why my costume is the best darn costume in ·
A .
A
A·
the whole, wide world." . ·
. . Preceding this gala affair, the motley troop of c~ndy~
cra~ed kids will invade Xavier's r~sidence halls to see how
· much loot they can score.
.
Dear students of Xavier: 12oz. cans of Milwaukee's
Best, tins of. mint-flavored Skoill, and Swisher Sweet
cigars are not particularly appealing to children. at this
te~der age. Why don't you just show the kids y~ur diehard school spirit and chuck 'em a. 3 Musketeer~ bar.
•The ladies soccer team will hopefully kick th~$%@!
• Listen, I realize you were just trying to have a little fun
out of Notre Dame at Corcoran Fieid tonight at 7 p.m ..
last
night, but I really hate it when you s~art:
Pardon my French, frish.

a

tll~

·piorning

af~er-

boo days ':til'~
.·1.

•Halloween Jam in the cafeteria from·9 - 1 a.m.
, ~Monster Mash in the downunder from 8 - 12 a.m.

,,

.;~..~a~e a date to each dance and shuffle betwee~ t~e:~~- •
1

two by saying that you must call your babysitter, Seamus, ·.•
every ten minutes to make sure ~hat_. the kid_s are
behayi~g;,
. . ·-··. ·'-··· ....
·~··._.,

'

r~ sick and tired of cleaning up llfter you!

111111. p1T ad. \d '"'I'' ''to IH' olo·li 11·n·d tot ho· I '11Iili1·at11111- 111111-1·
1111L1·dg1·1,1111d \\1'./11ntt11tlw<:B\1l11:lp.111.llwl-'ri1LI\1'l"ll1r
t11 p11l>lil'ati1111. \II .-L1--il'i1·d, ;trt• l'l"l'-paid.

Call Gretchen at
1-800-229-5260

~'"''"::':;

•Young friends of Xavier are having a soiree froi:n 4 •Hey, kids, my bad about the daylight savings time
7 p.m. in the Downunder. The party includes consuming blooper last week. Ifit makes you feel any better, I woke
mass amounts of. fine fingerfoods, playing intense and up three days too early because of the error. Today you
intellectually challenging games of skill and endurance~ . really can set your clocks back an hour. I kid you not this
and participating in a rigorous, seven-step costume time, okay. Still friends?
.

To l'la.-1· a 1-L1--dl1·d ad 111 tho· \a\ i1T \1·\\ '" 11·1-. .. all till' \, h o·rt 1-111'.,'.
I lo·l'a rt 11 w11t .1 t ~ l."i · :C"ili I . ( 11--1 l'i.-d r;i t,., ;11·1 · "'. :.' .-, 1111 rd \\ 11 Ii ;1 ".:I

Nintendo is looking for
enthusiastic, relilihleindividuals
topromotetheirproductsinretail
outlets throughout the nation
during this holiday season.

"

_day 'til

CLASSIFIEDS

MAKE MONEY PLAYING
VIDEO GAMES

~

Teach Spanish: Earn $15.00
an hour. Classes are held on
Mondays and Wednesdays from
3:30 to 4:30 in Hyde Park and
Downtown. Call 331-0790. ·
Spring Break! B11hamas
Cru.ise $279! Panama City
Kitchens $129! Cancun &
Jamaica $399! Daytona $159!
Keys$229! CocoaBeach$159! 1800-678-6386
..
Earn $2500. & Free Spring
Break Trips! Sell 8 Trips & Go
Free! Best Trips! Bahamas,
Cancun, Jamaica, Panama City!
1-800-678-6386.
.
Professional married physically
diSabled female ~king a private
duty personal care assiStant. 4.5
hours/day, $6.25/hOur. 661-4084

Wanted!!!
. Individuals and Student
Organizations to Pro~ote
SPRING BREAK '95. Earn
substantial money and free
· trips~ Call Inter-Campus
- Programs. 1-800-327-6013.
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Nothing in the restaurant business is more.exciting than
·
being part o: ?1 opening team. Now, you have a chance to ~ a part of a great new placeMax & Erma's Restaurant, Bar and Gathering Place:
You'll enjo,i :1e freshness of.a brand new place, the professionalism of our experienced
.·
· ·.
training crew, the fun of being part of a winnin_g team
and the s5: s;action of a great environment. You'll also benefit trom a dining discount,
i~"nediate health care enrollment, a 401 (K) plan, flexible scheduling,
and the ::iest part of all- tremendous opportunity for groVvth within our company.
MOW HIRIMG .TEAM PLAYERS FOR ALL POSITIOMS!
··-?

1

Apply in person at the construction site:
· Monday-Friday 9 a.m. to.6 p.m. • Saturday Noon to 4 p.m.
·
7800 Montgomery Road ·
· (Across from _Kenwood Towne Centre)
·
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THE Crossword
ACROSS
1 Converse
5 Fragrant wood
10 Ridge on a
fingerboard
14 Car
15 Baton 16 A flower
17 Sluggish .
18 Excessive
19 Ripening factor
20Candles
22 Identical
24 Unfaithful one
25 Antlered animal
26 Cleanness
29 Column base
34 In accord·
35 Fabric pattern
36 Physicians' org.
37 Party for men
only ·
38·Catch on·
· 39 Level·
40 Knighfor
Danson
41 Connery and
Penn
C1994 Tribune Media services, Inc.
.· .All Rights Reserved.
42 Became
ANSWERS
motionless
43 Firebug
6,Very long time
45 Fancy dive
. period
46 John;..;..... Passos . · 7.Clothing
47 Fix fraudulently · 8 Malarial fever
48 Flowering shrub: . 9 Landed a fish
53 Site of the
10 Containers for
Parthenon .
liquid
57 Rara 11 Latvian city
58 Perch
,
12 Rudimentary:
60 Horse'.s gait
abbr.
61 Tins
13 Old Phoenician
62 Rub out
city
21 Deserve
63 Ireland ·
64 Actress
23 Skedaddled
26 Ris,orari.te fare
. Lanchester ·
27 Say
·65 Ventured
.66 Certain tide .
28 Highways
29 Factory
30 Corn spikes
DOWN
1 Throw
31 Claw
52 Frost
42-accompli
2 Expressive
32 Bowl over
33 Delayer's word 44 Black Sea port 54 Buffalo's
dance
waterfront
45 Scraped
3 On the summit ·35 Legumes
of
38 Like idle people. 48 Speed contest 55 Nick Charles·
wife
49 Elliptical
4 Lofty
39.Alarm
56 Action
50 Does wrong
5 Like hard
41 Would-be
59 Dir. letters
51 Marsh bird
socialite
rolls

. CH A0 S ·bY Brian stiuater
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LARGE SINGLE TOPPING PIZZA.
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AVAILABLE EVERY MONDAY 4PM to CLOSE.
USE·FREE DELIVERY COUPON BELOW!···

Paramount Parks is holding auditions to cast the upcoming 1995
show season at Paramount's Kings Island in Cincinnati, Ohio!
·•. 1995 will feature co~temporary dance and music revues, .

costume character shows, roving bands, vocal ~roups and a
comedi.c/improvisational.actor program featuring popular
· Star Trek® aliens.
· .
·

We need experienced sin~ers, dancer~, actors, costume character·
performers, instrumentalists, technicians and variety performers
·.. or all typ~s1·

·For more information write or.call:
Paramount's Kings Island
·6300 Kings Island Drive
Kings Island, Ohio 45034
.

513.573.5740

CINCINNA'fl, OH

Saturday; November 5, 1994
Sunday, November 6, 1994
.
•l'aramount's Kings Island, The Paramount Theatre
11;00·2:00 Singers, Actors, Technicians,
. Variety Performers
1;30-3;00 Instrumentalists
2;00-3:00

Dancers

.'TM •• o· 199t Puamaunt Padii Inc. e and 0 lHt Puainaun·1 Piclure1,.
· •
,Stu Trek ha re1i1t1rtd iradt•Hk of PuH1au·n1 Plctur11; .All.Rl&hll lt1trvtd.

